
WEEKEND WORKSHOPS
April 13, 2019
Voice, Identity, Access and Equity

Participation includes your choice of 1 workshop per session. 
All workshops are led by BAWP Teacher Consultants. 

8:45 am: Sign-ins

Engaging Argument
 

Presenter: Anjali Kamat

Moving ELL Students from 
Speaking to Writing

Presenter: Viet-Ly Gonzalez

Spoken language and written language can be better 
understood as a continuum rather than as two discrete 
forms of language. This workshop will explore ways to 
plan lesson activities that move students from the kind 
of language that occurs in face-to-face context toward 
the more academic written language of schooling. We 
will discuss the critical role that talk plays in developing 
English Language Learners’ language proficiency.  This 
workshop is suited for all grade levels.

Providing students with opportunities for structured talk 
can enhance the quality of their writing by bringing out 
student voice and adding depth to content knowledge. 
In this workshop, teachers will engage in discussion, dia-
logue, and debate as tools to prepare for writing and as 
strategies to engage emerging readers. Teachers will also 
consider how the role of an authentic audience can make 
writing more meaningful.  This workshop is most suited 
for secondary teachers. 

Fostering Student Voice through 
Oral Storytelling

Presenter: Micaela Morse

I, Too, Am America – Shared Identity as 
Catalyst for Social Justice Activism

Presenters: Jose Manuel Martinez

Young children and English language learners need 
regular opportunities to engage in authentic learning 
experiences through which they build conceptual under-
standing, as well as develop important language skills. In 
addition, they need regular opportunities to tell stories 
about their own lives and experiences orally, through 
drawings, and through writing.  In this workshop, engage 
in an oral storytelling protocol that can be used with 
young children and language learners.

From the very beginning of the formation of this country, 
our leaders have consistently warned that strength can 
only be found in unity. We will engage in writing exercis-
es, structured discussions and courageous conversations 
that they will be able to incorporate into their classrooms. 
Using a Freirian view of naming the current world in 
which our students and teachers live in, we will be using 
stats, social trends, historical documents, literature, and 
pop culture to help cultivate a collective consciousness 
toward a more unified and equitable America.

9:00 am - 10:30 am: Session 1

www.bayareawritingproject.org/weekendworkshop
*Does not include $2.30 processing fee

Only 
$20

10:45 am - 12:15 pm: Session 2

Register Online: 


